
Useful document:  
https://opengrammar.github.io/jam/#_personal_pronouns 
 
 
Jamaican English 
 
Sentence 1 (Lenka) 
“Mek mi tell unuh bout mi lekkel bwoy; im luv kaan.” 
 
Translation: 
“Let me talk about my little boy; he loves corn.” 
 
Grammatical markers, word meanings & phonological markers: 

- “mek” = make, used instead of “let” 
- “unuh”, you (second person plural); there is no difference between the second 

person singular and plural in Standard English (second person singular is you in 
Jamaican English); in Standard English is subject ‘you’ hidden in the sentence “Let 
me talk…”  

- “im” = he (third person singular) 
- “mi” = I (first person singular) or possessive pronoun my 
- The long vowel aa is pronounced /a:/ 

 
Source: 
https://www.uv.es/anglotic/accents_of_english/03/examples_of_jamaican_english.html  
 
 
 
Sentence 2 (Lenka) 
“Dem onli did ave cranberry wata.” 
 
Translation:  
“They only had cranberry water.” 
 
Grammatical markers, word meanings & phonological markers: 

- “dem” = they (third person plural) 
- “did ave” = had (the simple past is Standard English is had; here it is did ave) 

 
Source: 
https://www.uv.es/anglotic/accents_of_english/03/examples_of_jamaican_english.html  
 
Sentence 3 (Felicia) 
“Dis man sell wi kuk-nat.” 
 
Translation: 
“This man sold us some coconuts.” 
 

https://opengrammar.github.io/jam/#_personal_pronouns
https://www.uv.es/anglotic/accents_of_english/03/examples_of_jamaican_english.html
https://www.uv.es/anglotic/accents_of_english/03/examples_of_jamaican_english.html


Grammatical markers, word meanings & phonological markers: 
- “dis” = this (simple demonstrative pronoun) 
- “wi” = us (object pronoun; subject and object pronouns are the same in Jamaican Creole) 
- “sell” = sold (no tense marker; some dynamic verbs can be used alone without changes 

in the past perfect tense) 
- “kuk-nat” = some coconuts (usually the plural form of a noun would be marked with the 

suffix “-dem” but if the plural form is indefinite or followed an exact number the suffix is 
not necessary) 

 
Source: 
https://www.amstardmc.com/blog/jamaican-patois-phrases/ 
 
 
Sentence 4 (Lisa) 
[Lyrics] “Haffi tank God fi di journey, di earnings a just fi di plus.” 

Translation: Have to thank God for the journey, the earnings are just for the plus. 

Source & Audio Sample: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p8HoEvDh70Y [01:13] 

 

Sentence 5 (Lisa) 
“Waa gwaan?” 
 
Translation: What’s going on? 
 
Source & Audio Sample: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nDSPtQrX4A8 [0:40] 

 

Sentence 6 (Lena)  

„Rien a faal bot di doti tof“  
 
Translation:  
The rain is falling, but the earth is hard. (Jamaincan saying)  
 
Grammatical markers, word meanings & phonological markers: 
 
-”Rien”- The Rain  
-”a” - are, have ( can be translated as “is” in this particular case)  
-”faal” - to fall  
-”bot” - but 
-”doti” - earth  
-”tof” - tough / hard  
 
Source & Audio Sample: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=no5YWKY6eOs  
 

https://www.amstardmc.com/blog/jamaican-patois-phrases/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p8HoEvDh70Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p8HoEvDh70Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nDSPtQrX4A8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=no5YWKY6eOs


Sentence 7 (Julius) 
 
“Mi no laik dem pipl. Dem chati chati” 
 
Translation:  
I don’t like those people. They talk too much. 
 
Grammatical markers, word meanings & phonological markers: 
 

- “mi” - I (1st P. Sing.) 
- “no” - basic negator 
- “dem” - both demonstrative adjective “those” and subject pronoun “they” 
- “chati chati” - reduplication, meaning “excessively chatty” 

 
 

Source & Audio Sample: https://youtu.be/hNM-BE4xAyo [14:09] 
 
Sentence 8 (Asena) 
 
Frah wha pawt yuh deh? 

Translation : Where are you from? / From what part are you? 

Frah wha = From Where 

Pawt = Part 

Yuh deh = You from 

 

Sentence 9 (Asena) 
 
“cooh deh, dem ah galang lakka seh dem nuh ha nutten” 

Translation: Look at that! They are behaving as if they do not have anything. 

“Cooh Deh!” = Look at that! 

“Deh ah” = They are 

“Galanga lakka she” = Behaving as if 

“Dem” = They 

“Nuh ha nutten” = Do not have anything 

 

Sentence 10 (Felicia) 

"Mih nuh bizniz" 

Translation: 

None of my buisness. // I don't care. 

Grammatical markers, word meanings & phonological markers: 

https://youtu.be/hNM-BE4xAyo


- "mih" = 1. Person singular subject pronoun  
- "nuh" = negator 
- "bizniz" = buisness 

Source:  

https://jamaicans.com/20-essential-jamaican-patois-phrases-translated-to-english/  
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